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WHO WE ARE CHARITABLY
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“Every Voice Counts” was designed, fielded, and analyzed by 
Jocelyn Goldberg-Schaible (Rochester Research Group) 

in collaboration and partnership with 
Janet Sunkin (Survey Coordinator) and Judy Azoff (Survey Committee Chair)

Jocelyn Goldberg-Schaible Janet Sunkin Judy Azoff

“This project was truly a labor of love from the three of us to the Jewish community we love. 
Although none of us were born or raised here, it is the community that became our home . . . 
where each of us have lived, raised our children, worked professionally, and volunteered 
for the past 40 years.” -- Judy, Janet & Jocelyn
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Survey data tells us stories.

With a sample comprised of 2,395 Jewish adult participants,

here’s what we learned about who we are charitably,
in terms of the how’s and why’s 

that underscore our charitable giving.

This report’s focus:

What we learned about charitable giving

via the collective perspectives and priorities

of our Jewish adult survey respondents
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“Every Voice Counts”

 Not a Jewish Census, but a Needs Assessment

 Our Jewish Perspectives & Priorities

 What do we want, need, and value?

 To insightfully plan our future

 To become the most engaged and engaging 

Jewish Community in North America

The overarching purpose, beyond merely counting ourselves:
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Our next set of questions are about charitable giving.

How do you prefer to donate charitably these days? 
Given the choice, please choose your preference(s) for each:

I'd rather make my donation...

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

online

via traditional mail

no preference

via an app

% response 45%39%22%3%

onlinevia traditional mailno preferencevia an app

[N=2,395 Jewish Adult Respondents
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How do you prefer to donate charitably these days? 
Given the choice, please choose your preference(s) for each:

I'd rather donate using...

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

a credit card

a traditional check

no preference

PayPal

% response 48%38%20%11%

a credit carda traditional checkno preferencePayPal

[N=2,395 Jewish Adult Respondents
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How do you prefer to donate charitably these days? 
Given the choice, please choose your preference(s) for each:

I'd rather be asked by...

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

...a traditional snail-mail appeal

...an e-mail appeal

no preference

...attending an event

...a personal ask by someone I know

...a social media appeal

...a phone call appeal

% response 36%32%23%19%18%9%4%

...a traditional 

snail-mail 

appeal

...an e-mail 

appeal
no preference

...attending 

an event

...a personal 

ask by 

someone I 

...a social 

media appeal

...a phone call 

appeal

[N=2,395 Jewish Adult Respondents
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Some people prefer to make an annual once-a-year gift, 
while others prefer to give throughout the year, 

as various specific needs or giving opportunities arise. 
Which of these best describes you?  [PRE-COVID PERSPECTIVE]

A. Prefer to only give 
an annual once-a-
year gift and not be 
asked again

B. Prefer a combination 
of both -- an annual 
gift, as well as 
supplementary 
giving during the 
year as needs / 
opportunities arise

C. Prefer to only give 
throughout the year 
for specific needs 
and/or giving 
opportunities

0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

A B C

[Overall Jewish Adult Sample N=2,395]

51%

32%

17%

This is a COVID-impacted question, a 
fact made evident by the community’s 
very generous charitable response to the 
recent emergency campaigns undertaken
by Federation and several other Jewish 
community partners.
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Within the past year, did the Jewish Federation 
of Greater Rochester contact you in any way 

-- via mail, phone, email, event, or in person –
asking for a contribution to the Annual Campaign?

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

Yes

No

Don't know

% response 72%15%13%

YesNoDon't know

[N=2,395 Jewish Adult Respondents
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Within the past year, 
did your household make a contribution 

to the Jewish Federation of Greater Rochester 
or its Annual Campaign?

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

Yes

No

Don't know

% response 60%31%9%

YesNoDon't know

[N=2,395 Jewish Adult Respondents

Observation: Not only does this 60% speak to   
a significant untapped 40% funding 
opportunity, but also underscores the fact that 
our survey reached far beyond our Federation’s 
loyal supporters to gather and hear the voices 
of those who honestly admit that they have  
not been Federation supporters – at least not 
as recently as last year. 
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Within the past year, to which of the following 
organizations within our regional Jewish community    

did your household make a direct contribution? 
[Please choose all that you donated to directly:]

68%  Your Temple or Synagogue (apart from 

membership dues)    [1,006]

29%  Jewish Family Service (or any of its 

programs)   [429]

28%  The JCC / Jewish Community Center 

(apart from membership dues)   [411]

24%  Chabad   [354]

23%  Jewish Senior Life / Jewish Home 

Foundation   [334]

15%  None of these organizations  [226]

15%  Hadassah   [221]

15%  Hillel Community Day School   [214]

13%  National Council of Jewish Women / 

NCJW   [191]

10%  Beth Hatvillah [Mikvah of Rochester]  

[149]

9%  Derech HaTorah   [139]

9%  Ora Academy   [135]

7%  Hillel on Campus  [99]

5%  Talmudical Institute of Upstate NY  [80]

[N=2,395 Jewish Adult Respondents]

Observation:
This response is 8 p.p. higher
than the 60% who told us 
that they had contributed to
Federation last year.
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Within the past year, did your household make 
a charitable contribution to any Jewish charity or cause 
other than the agencies and organizations listed above 
-- either within or beyond our own Jewish Community?

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

Yes

No

Don't know

% response 55%31%14%

YesNoDon't know

[N=2,395 Jewish Adult Respondents

Observation:
And this response is just 5 p.p. 
lower than the 60% who told 
us that they had contributed 
to Federation last year.
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Within the past year, did your household make a contribution 
to any charity or cause that was not specifically Jewish?

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

Yes

No

Don't know

% response 90%7%3%

YesNoDon't know

[N=2,395 Jewish Adult Respondents

Observation:
Clearly our sense of Tzedukah 
is broadly defined, and our 
Jewish community’s collective 
generosity reaches far beyond
our own organizational system.
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Each of us finds different things to be meaningful and 
motivating in our charitable giving. When deciding what 
JEWISH CAUSES to charitably support, how important 
do you consider each of the following?

Combating Anti-Semitism 74% 972

Investing in the safety & security of our Jewish community and our community’s Jews 68% 891

Helping Jews within our own community who are in distress 67% 891

Combating food insecurity, hunger, and poverty within our own Jewish community 66% 891

Spreading Holocaust education & awareness 64% 838

Providing social services to the elderly in our own community 56% 742

Helping Israel survive 55% 714

Helping Jews throughout the world who are in distress 53% 694

Supporting Jewish outreach and accessibility for all our community’s Jews who have 

special needs 49% 635

Providing humanitarian aid to victims of terrorism / oppression / famine, etc. through a 

Jewish organization 47% 605

Helping Israel thrive 46% 585

Providing support for Jewish presence and programming on college campuses 46% 585

Supporting Jewish education for our community’s children who have special needs 44% 568

Helping teens, young adults, and young families to remain Jewishly engaged 44% 560

Providing humanitarian aid to victims of natural disasters through a Jewish organization 41% 528

Building positive ties to other ethnic and religious communities 40% 517

The collective priorities with the highest % considered “very important”:
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Each of us finds different things to be meaningful and 
motivating in our charitable giving. When deciding what 
JEWISH CAUSES to charitably support, how important 
do you consider each of the following?

Supporting the people of Israel 36% 461

Fostering supplementary Jewish education for our community’s children who attend 

secular schools 35% 445

Supporting Israeli medical research, health-care-related projects, scientific advances, etc. 34% 427

Providing individual and family counseling within a Jewish context 33% 426

Providing assistance to non-Jewish populations in distress worldwide through a Jewish 

organization 32% 418

Supporting meaningful Jewish teen programming 31% 394

Jewish arts & culture 30% 391

Fostering Jewish day school & secondary education for our community’s children 29% 363

Supporting Jewish summer camping 28% 348

Environmental / green concerns and causes within a Jewish context 24% 301

Providing social services to the elderly abroad 21% 259

The priorities considered “very important” 
by a more targeted or specific set of respondents:

Again, the above are not unimportant – they simply matter most to a smaller number 
of people.  They are not to be disregarded, but instead recognized and treated as 
more targeted causes with more specific appeal. We cannot let these targeted 
priorities get lost in the funding shuffle when our community’s priorities are set.
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How, if at all, have the economy and/or other circumstances 
affected your current charitable giving decisions? 

Comparing today to, say, ten years ago… 

…your overall giving:

0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

% response 44% 18% 38%

Increased Decreased About the Same

[N= 1,392 Jewish Adult Responding]

Observation:
Not only was this PRE-COVID response profile anchored 
in the “increased” response, but there was a positive 
26 p.p. differential between “increased” vs 
“decreased”, suggesting that our survey 
participants’ collective generosity had been growing 
overall this decade, at least until the pandemic hit.
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How, if at all, have the economy and/or other circumstances 
affected your current charitable giving decisions? Comparing 

today to, say, ten years ago… 

…your giving to Jewish causes:

0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

% response 36% 16% 48%

Increased Decreased About the Same

[N= 1,383 Jewish Adult Responding]

Observation:
Again, while this PRE-COVID response profile was also
anchored in the “about the same” response, there 
was a positive 20 p.p. differential between “increased” 
vs “decreased”, again suggesting that our survey 
participants’ collective generosity towards Jewish 
causes had, before the pandemic, also been growing.
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How, if at all, have the economy and/or other circumstances 
affected your current charitable giving decisions? Comparing 

today to, say, ten years ago… 

…your giving to secular causes:

0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

% response 32% 19% 49%

Increased Decreased About the Same

[N= 1,371 Jewish Adult Responding]

Observation:
Once again this PRE-COVID response profile was
similarly anchored in the “about the same” response, 
with a positive 13 p.p. differential between 
“increased” vs “decreased”.  So our survey 
participants’ collective pre-pandemic generosity had been 
growing secularly as well, but less than the net increase 
in their collective Jewish giving (13 p.p. vs 20 p.p.)
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Which of the following statements -- if any -- describe 
your current charitable giving decisions, and how they 
might be changing over time:  

[PRE-PANDEMIC RESPONSE]

A. I'm becoming more selective [i.e. giving to 
fewer causes now]

B. I'm now giving more directly to specific 
agencies and organizations -- instead of 
giving through umbrella organizations like 
United Way and/or Jewish Federation of 
Rochester.

C. I'm continuing to give through umbrella 
organizations like United Way and/or 
Jewish Federation of Rochester -- and also 
continuing to give directly to specific 
organizations and causes -- in much the 
same way I have in the past.

D. I'm still giving through umbrella organizations 
like United Way and/or Jewish Federation of 
Rochester -- but now designating more 
specifically where I want my donations directed.

E. I'm now giving more through umbrella 
organizations like United Way and/or Jewish 
Federation of Rochester -- because the 
oversight and efficiencies they provide remain 
important.

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

A

B

C

D

E

[N=1,493 Jewish Adults responding]

50%

36%

35%

9%

8%
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Who Are We Charitably? 
Concluding Summary

 From this analysis, we see the contours around our Jewish adults’ collective 
preferences and priorities in terms of how they prefer to give, and why they choose 
to give.   We now know more about the mechanics of their giving, and the 
motivations behind that giving, to guide and inform our going-forward efforts, 
although the longer-term impact of the COVID pandemic upon our 
collective giving ability, giving preferences, and giving priorities still 
remains to be seen.

 Federation, and all the other partner entities across our Jewish community, can now 
each use these insights to craft their own fund-raising approaches. And may those 
approaches become as meaningful, motivating and successful as possible.  

 A word of caution:  When using these findings, it will be tempting to direct your 
efforts in pursuit of the identified majority, and do whatever they tell you they 
prefer.  In so doing, however, you’ll be foregoing the rest, who have other 
preferences and priorities.  Be careful not to leave those assorted others by the side 
of the road.  Perhaps craft special appeals that target them more specifically. It’s 
best to paint with the broad brush as well as several narrower ones.  Even the 
outliers, who care about something few others do, and want to be approached in a 
way that others don’t, might prove to be well worth your time and effort. 

 Good luck to one and all in terms of understanding, accessing, and benefitting from 
our Jewish community’s collective and individual generosity and its strong tradition 
of Tzedukah.



… questions or comments?

Amy Libenson
ALibenson@JewishRochester.org
Jewish Federation of Greater Rochester

mailto:ALibenson@JewishRochester.org

